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SIMULTANEOUS DISCONTINUITY 

       

In all the arts, counterpoint represents a confluence of textures, from which a unity emerges. In the 
case of Lars Physant, this unity is founded upon the consubstantiality of abstraction and realism. 
However, it is important to note that Physant’s work goes beyond the overcoming of the manifest 
dichotomy present in these two approaches to painting. 
 
Thus, in fact, here one can no longer make a distinction between what is realist and what abstract, 
because we have before us a different phenomenon. It is very personal, yet also happily impersonal 
and even archetypical. It is as informal as it is figurative, but when all is said and done, it is neither 
imprecise, nor delimited. It offers us a new, unprecedented and inaugural, discontinuous 
apprehension of so-called reality. 
 
It has emerged from a long and intense trajectory. It arouses our interest with its combination of 
meticulous (almost craftsman-like) work, with a breath of spontaneity, and even providence. The 
fragmentation of the work into pieces, and its later arrangement, is another element, as central as all 
the others, and as fundamental as the layers and layers of paint and what these strangely represent or 
do not represent. 
 
In the process of fusing these two discernments, a simultaneous perception has emerged in 
Physant’s art that is unparalleled and connatural to the outer surface of the history of art. 
 
We are not dealing then, with some improvised invention, nor with any forging of a style, but rather 
with a beginning, a takeoff point, the naissance of an approach to painting absolutely without any 
type of mannerism (though firmly rooted in the discourses of art), the conception of an 
understanding of painting not that might transform it, but rather that is transforming it. This is 
being carried out in theory and in practice, in vision and in its representation; and the consequences 
this has for Physant's art, will surely be shared by others. 
 
Some years ago we would have qualified it by adding the suffix “-ism”. However, today, we do not 
view Physant’s research and discoveries as an –ism, but rather the result (albeit a surprising, 
unsettling and stimulating one) of the inspiration and intuition (elaborated, reasoned and leaving 
traces) that pours out in masterly achievements and in an abyss of uncertainties beneath a plethoric 
horizon of possibilities. 
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